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0. INTRODUCTION
w xCrystal base was first introduced by M. Kashiwara in 9 as a theory of
Ž .the integrable representations for the quantum enveloping algebra U gq
w xat q s 0. In 1 S.-J. Kang et al. studied crystal bases of finite-dimensional
modules over quantum affine algebras and introduced the notion of
perfect crystals to identify the one-dimensional configuration sums of
w xvertex models with the string functions of affine Lie algebras. In 2 they
also constructed examples of perfect crystals in the cases of AŽ1., BŽ1., C Ž1.,n n n
DŽ1., AŽ2. , AŽ2. , and DŽ2. . Other examples for C Ž1. and GŽ1. are treatedn 2 n 2 ny1 nq1 n 2
w xin 3, 4 .
Let g be an affine Lie algebra and g its classical part. We denote by
Ž . Ž .B L the crystal base of the finite-dimensional U g -module with highestq
weight L. In the case that g is of type AŽ1., there exists a perfect crystaln
Xk , l k , l Ž1.Ž . Ž . Ž .B for U g such that B , B lL as a crystal for U g . For B ,q k q n
Ž1. Ž1. Ž .C , and D , the known examples are isomorphic to either B lL ,n n 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .B lL , or B lL as a crystal for U g .ny1 n q
The purpose of this paper is to give new examples of perfect crystals for
XŽ Ž1.. XŽ Ž1.. XŽ Ž1..U B , U C , and U D that are isomorphic toq n q n q n
B t L [ B L ,Ž . Ž .[k k ž /
L-t Lk k
where t s 1 if the k th simple root a of g is a long root, t s 2 if a is ak k k k
Ž .short root. The symbol - stands for the dominance order see Sect. 3 .
All of these crystals are expected to give the list of the perfect crystals of
level one in the following sense: Any perfect crystal of level one is
isomorphic to one of these crystals or the tensor product of them.
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This paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we recall the theory of
crystal base and summarize known results on the perfect crystals. In
Sections 2 and 3 we give the main statements, and we prove them in the
following sections. At the end of this paper we comment on the generic
level perfect crystals.
1. REVIEW OF PERFECT CRYSTALS
Let g be a symmetrizable Kac]Moody algebra over Q and h its Cartan
w x  4  4  4subalgebra 14 . Let a N i g I , h N i g I , and L N i g I be the set ofi i i
the simple roots, the simple coroots, and the fundamental weights that are
indexed by the finite set I. We denote the pairing between h and h* by
² : Ž ., and put P s Ý ZL , P* s Hom P, Z . Because g is symmetrizable,i i
Ž . ² :there is a symmetric bilinear form , on h* such that h , l si
Ž . Ž .2 a , l r a , a for any i g I and l g h*.i i i
Ž .The quantized enveloping algebra U g is an associative algebra overq
Ž . Ž . h Ž .Q q with generators e , f i g I and q h g P* which satisfy thei i
relations
q0 s 1, q h ? q h9 s q hqh9
q he qyh s q²h , a i:e , q h f qyh s qy² h , a i: f ,i i i i
t y ty1i iw xe , f s d ,i i i , j y1q y qi i
where q s qŽa i, a i. and t s qŽa i, a i.hi,i i
b b
m mŽm. Žbym. Žm. Žbym.y1 e e e s y1 f f f s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j i i j i
ms0 ms0
² :for i / j, where b s 1 y h , a . Here we seti j
n yn nq y qi iw x w x w xn s , n !s k ,Łi i iy1q y q ks1i i
en f ni iŽn. Žn.e s , f s .i iw x w xn ! n !i i
Ž .The algebra U g has the following Hopf algebra structure,q
D e s e m ty1 q 1 m e , D f s f m 1 q t m f ,Ž . Ž .i i i i i i i i
D q h s q h m q h ,Ž .
a e s ye t , a f s yty1 f , a q h s qyh .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i i
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Ž . Ž . hWe denote by U g the subalgebra of U g generated by e , f , and qq i q i i
Ž .h g P* .
Ž .  h ²h, l:For a U g -module M and l g P, we set M s u g M N q u s q uq l
4 Ž .for any h g P* . We say that M is integrable if it satisfies i M s
Ž . Ž .[ M , and ii M is a union of finite-dimensional U g -modules forl q ilg P
any i g I.
Ž .Let u be any weight vector of an integrable U g -module M. It is easyq
to see that u can be uniquely expressed as u s Ý f Žk .u , where u gk i k k
ÄM l ker e and i g I. We define operators e , f byÄlqk a i i ii
Žky1. Ä Žkq1.e u s f u , f u s f u .Ä Ý Ýi i k i i k
For any vector space V and a subset B of V, we call B a pseudo-base if
Ž .there exists a base B9 of V such that B s B9 [ yB9 . Let us define a
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .subring A of Q q by A s f g Q q N f : regular at q s 0 . A pair L, B
Ž .is called a crystal pseudo- base of an integrable module M if it satisfies
Ž .1. L is a free A-submodule of M such that Q q m L , M,A
2. L s [ L where L s L l M ,lg P l l l
Ä3. e L ; L and f L ; L.Äi i
Ž .4. B is a pseudo- base of Q-vector space LrqL,
Ž .5. B s " B where B s B l L rqL ,l l l llg P
Ä 4  46. e B ; B " 0 and f B ; B " 0 ,Äi i
Ä7. for b, b9 g B and i g I, b9 s f b if and only if b s e b9.Äi i
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 4We denote wt b s l for b g M and wt B s wt b N b g B .l
Let us recall the tensor product of crystal bases. For b g B and i g I,
we set
 n 4« b s max n G 0 N e b g B ,Ž . Äi
Änw b s max n G 0 N f b g B .Ž .  4i i
² Ž .: Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that h , wt b s w b y « b for each i g I. Let B andi i i 1
ÄB be crystal bases. The actions of e and f on the tensor productÄ2 i i
B m B can be written as1 2
Äf b m b if w b ) « b ,Ž . Ž .i 1 2 i 1 i 2Äf b m b sŽ .i 1 2 ½ Äb m f b if w b F « b ,Ž . Ž .1 i 2 i 1 i 2
1Ž .
e b m b if w b G « b ,Ž . Ž .Äi 1 2 i 1 i 2e b m b sŽ .Äi 1 2 ½ b m e b if w b - « b .Ž . Ž .Ä1 i 2 i 1 i 2
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w xNext we recall the definition of perfect crystals given in 1 . Let g be an
 4affine Lie algebra and I s 0, 1, . . . , n the index set of simple roots of g.
Let c and d be the canonical central element and the generator of the
imaginary roots. We take Ýn ZL [ Zd as the weight lattice P and thenis0 i
P* s Ýn Zh [ Zd. Set hU s h*rQd and denote the canonical mapis0 i c l
U ² :h* “ h by cl. Because d , h s 0 for any i g I, we can identifycl i
Ž n . U[ Qh * with h . Here we consider the fundamental weights L as ani c l iis0
element of hU and define the classical weight lattice P by Ýn QL . Forcl c l is0 i
Ž .a crystal B, we say that B is classical if wt B ; P . Let us denote bycl
XŽ . Ž .U g the subalgebra of the U g generated by e , f , and t for all i g I.q q i i i
XŽ .From now on, we only consider U g -modules which have classical crystalq
bases.
To give the definition of the perfect crystals, we need the following
q  ² : 4 Ž q.  qnotations: P s l g P N h , l G 0 for any i g I and P s l g Pcl cl i c l l c l
² : 4 Ž .N c, l s l . For an element b of the classical crystal B, set « b s
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý « b L and w b s Ý w b L .i i i i i i
DEFINITION 1.1. For l g Z , we call a classical crystal B a perfect) 0
crystal of level l if it satisfies the conditions:
1. B m B is connected.
Ž .2. There exists l g P such that wt B ; l q Ý Z a and0 cl 0 i/ 0 F 0 i
Ž .a B s 1.l0
XŽ .3. There exist a finite-dimensional integrable U g -module with aq
Ž .  4crystal pseudo-base L, B9 such that B , B9r "1 .
² Ž .:4. For any b g B, we have c, « b G l.
 ² Ž .: 4 Ž q.5. The maps « and w from B s b N c, « b s l to p arel c l l
bijective.
An element of B is called minimal.l
Ž q. Ž .Let B be a perfect crystal of level l. For l g P , let b l g B be thecl l
Ž Ž ..element that satisfies w b l s l. We define the automorphism s of
Ž q. Ž Ž .. Ž .P by sl s « b l . We denote by B l the crystal base of thecl l
XŽ .integrable highest weight U g -module with highest weight l. Then weq
have
w x Ž .  Ž .4THEOREM 1.1 1 . Let P l, B be the set of sequences p n in B such
Ž . Ž ny1Ž .. Ž . Ž .that p n s b s l for n 4 0. Then B l is isomorphic to P l, B .
w xWe recall the examples of perfect crystals given in 2, 3 in the case that
g is of type AŽ1., BŽ1., C Ž1., and DŽ1.. Let J be any subset of the index set In n n n
Ž . XŽ . Ž .and U g the subalgebra of U g generated by e , f , and t i g J . Weq J q i i i
Ž .sometimes use the notation i to denote the map defined by i j s j forJ J
XŽ . U Ž .any j g J. For a crystal B for U g , we denote by i B the crystal forq J
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U ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .U g such that i B s B as a set, and for j g J, f b s b9 if and onlyq J J j
ÄŽ .if f b s b9 in B.j
 4Here we list known results. Set J s 1, 2, . . . , n .
w x Ž1.THEOREM 1.2 2 . Let g be of type A . For each integer k, l such thatn
1 F k F n, l G 1, there exists a perfect crystal B k , l of le¤el l such that
U k , lŽ . Ž . Ž .i B , B lL as a crystal for U g .J k q
w x Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.THEOREM 1.3 2 . Let g be of type B , C , or D . For each integer ln n n
1, l Ž Ž1.. n, l Ž Ž1..such that l G 1, there exist perfect crystals B for U B , B for U Cq n q n
1, l ny1, l n, l Ž Ž1.. U Ž k , l. Ž .and B , B , B for U D , of le¤el l such that i B , B lL asq n J k
Ž .a crystal for U g .q
w x Ž1.THEOREM 1.4 3 . Let g be of type C . For each integer l such thatn
1, l U Ž k , l. Ž .l G 1, there exist perfect a crystal B of le¤el l such that i B , B 2 lLJ 1
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .[ B 2 l y 1 L [ ??? [ B 2L [ B 0 as a crystal for U g .1 1 q
2. PERFECT CRYSTALS OF LEVEL ONE
 4Through this paper, let J s 1, 2, . . . , n be a subset of the index set I.
For a , b g P , we define a - b by b y a g Ýn Z a and a / b.cl is1 G 0 i
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let g be of type BŽ1., C Ž1., or DŽ1.. For each integer kn n n
k , 1 Ž .such that 1 F k F n, there exists a unique crystal B for U g such that,q
iU B k , 1 , B t L [ B L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .[J k k ž /
L-t Lk k
Ž .as crystals for U g . Here t s 1 if a is a long root, t s 2 if a is a shortq k k k k
root.
U Ž k , 1.An explicit form of the crystal i B as:J
For BŽ1., 1 F k F n y 1,n
iU B k , 1 , B L [ B L [ B L [ ??? [ B L or B 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .J k ky2 ky4 1
For BŽ1., k s n,n
iU B n , 1 , B 2L [ B L [ B L [ ??? [ B L or B 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .J n ny2 ny4 1
For C Ž1., 1 F k F n y 1,n
iU B k , 1 , B 2L [ B 2L [ B 2L [ ??? [ B 2L [ B 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J k ky1 ky2 1
For C Ž1., k s n,n
iU B n , 1 , B L .Ž . Ž .J n
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For DŽ1., 1 F k F n y 2,n
iU B k , 1 , B L [ B L [ B L [ ??? [ B L or B 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .J k ky2 ky4 1
For DŽ1., k s n y 1, n.n
iU B k , 1 , B L .Ž . Ž .J k
Ž Ž1.. Ž Ž1..We remark that in the case k s 1 for B , k s n for C , andn n
Ž Ž1..k s 1, n y 1, n for D , these crystals coincide with those reviewed in then
previous section.
THEOREM 2.1. The crystal B k , 1 is a perfect crystal of le¤el one.
We prove Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 in Sections 4 and 5.
Remark 2.1. By Theorem 1.2, the above proposition and theorem are
valid for AŽ1..n
Remark 2.2. We conjecture that the above list of crystals exhausts the
perfect crystals of level one; i.e., any level one perfect crystal is isomorphic
Ž .to one of these crystals or the tensor product of them See Sect. 6 .
3. CRYSTAL GRAPHS
The crystal graph of the perfect crystal B k , 1 is given in this section. The
k , 1 Ž q.minimal elements of B and the automorphism s of P are alsocl 1
described.
Ž Ž1. k , 1. Ž .  4C , B , 1 F k F n y 1 . Let e , . . . , e be the orthonormal basen 1 n
n Ž .of h s [ Qa such that a s e y e 1 F i F n y 1 and a s 2e .i i i iq1 n nis1
Ž . w x Ž .We summarize crystal graphs for U C in 11 . Let B L be the crystalq n 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .base of the vector representation of U C that is labeled by i , i N 1 Fq n
4i F n . Its crystal graph is given by
Ä Äf j s d j q 1 , f j s d j y 1 for 1 F i - n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i , j i iq1, j
Ä Äf j s d n , f j s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .n n , j n
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽNote that wt i s e and wt i s ye . The crystal graph of B L 1 Fi i N
. Ž .mNN F n can be identified with the connected component of B L1
Ž . Ž . Ž .containing the element 1 m 2 m ??? m N . In fact
 4B L s m , . . . , m m g 1, 2, . . . , n , n , . . . , 1 such thatŽ . Ž .N 1 N i
m - m - ??? - m , and i q N y j q 1 F m if m s m i - j ,Ž . Ž . 41 2 N i i j
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Ž . Ž . Ž . where m , . . . , m s m m ??? m m and the ordering - on 1, 2,1 N 1 N
Ä4. . . ,1 is defined by
1 - 2 - ??? - n - n - ??? - 1.
Ž . Ž .Furthermore we recall the crystal graph of B L q L 1 F M F N F n .M N
Ž . Ž X X . Ž .Let u s m , . . . , m and ¤ s m , . . . , m be elements of B L and1 M 1 N M
Ž . Ž . Ž .B L . For 1 F a F b F n, we say that u m ¤ g B L m B L is inN M N
Ž . w xthe a, b -configuration if u m ¤ satisfies the following 12 ; there exist
X1 F p F q - r F s F M such that m s a, m s b, m s b, m s a, orp q r s
X X Xm s a, m s b, m s b, m s a. Remark that the definition of thep q r s
Ž .a, b -configuration includes the case of a s b, p s q, and r s s. Set
Ž . Ž . Ž .p a, b; u m ¤ s q y p q s y r , then we have
XB L q L s um¤ g B L mB L m F m for 1 F i F M andŽ . Ž . Ž .M N M N i i
if u m ¤ is in the a, b -configuration, then p a, b; u m ¤ - b y a .4Ž . Ž .
The element u m ¤ is called a semi-standard C-tableau of shape L q LM N
Ž .if u m ¤ g B L q L .M N
Äw x Ž .From 2 we see that if the action of f on the crystal B L is given by0 n
1, m , . . . , m if b s m , . . . , m , 1 ,Ž . Ž .1 ny1 1 ny1Äf b s 2Ž .0 ½ 0 otherwise,
Ž .then B L is a perfect crystal of level one.n
XŽ Ž1.. k , 1 Ž .We construct the U C -crystal B by using the crystal B L . Forq n n
Ž . Ž X X .each s such that 0 F s F n and u s m , . . . , m , ¤ s m , . . . , m g1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž X X .B L , we define sequences g , . . . , g , g , . . . , g as:n 1 nqs 1 nqs
i if 1 F i F s,¡
i q j if s q 1 F i F s q n , m s j,~ iysg si ¢i q j if s q 1 F i F s q n , m s j,iys
i q j if 1 F i F n , m s j,¡ iys
X ~i q j if 1 F i F n , m s j,g s iysi ¢n q s q 1 y i if n q 1 F i F n q s.
Ž . Ž X X .Here we denote the elements g , . . . , g and g , . . . , g by u and ¤ .Ä Ä1 nqs 1 nqs
Ä m2Ž .Let us define the subset B of B L bys n
m2ÄB s u m ¤ g B L u m ¤ is a semi-standard C-tableauŽ . Ä Ä½s n
for U C of shape 2L .Ž . 5q nqs nqs
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Äw xIn the same way as 11 , we can show that B is closed under the action ofs
Äf for i s 1, . . . , n andi
ÄB , B 2L [ B 2L [ ??? [ B 2L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .s n ny1 nys
Ä Ä ÄŽ .as a crystal for U C . Set B s B _ B , where B s B. From now onq n s s sy1 y1
we identify B k , 1 with [n B .sssnyk
XŽ Ž1.. k , 1We describe the crystal graph of the U C -crystal B under theq n
above identification. This is proven in the next section. For each j g J, the
k , 1 Ž . k , 1jth arrow in the crystal B can be described by 1 , because B is
Ž .m2identified with a subset of B L . We give the 0th arrow of the crystaln
k , 1  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .B . Set J9 s 2, 3, . . . , n . Let B L , B L , and B L be then q n y n 0
Ž .subsets of B L given byn
B L s 1, m , . . . , m g B L , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n 2 n nq
B L s m , . . . , m , 1 g B L ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .n ny1 ny 3Ž .
B L s B L _ B L j B L .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n0 q y
Ž .m2For h , h s " and 0, we define the subset B of B L by1 2 h , h n1 2
B s b m b9 N b g B L , b9 g B L . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . 4h hh , h n n1 21 2
The 0th arrow in B k , 1 can be described as:
n
0 Äfor b g B , b « f b ,[ s 0
ssnykq1
0 Äfor b g B _ B j B , b « f b ,Ž .nyk qy 0y 0
0
for b g B l B , b « 0,nyk qy
0
for b g B l B , b « f b ,Ž .nyk 0y
Ä Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .where f b is given by 2 and 1 , and the map f is the U g -crystal0 q J 9
isomorphism:
f : B l B “ B l B .nyk 0y nyk q0
Ž .By the fact 10 in Section 4, this isomorphism is uniquely determined.
PROPOSITION 3.1. The set of the minimal elements of B k , 1 is gi¤en by
B k , 1 s b1 m b1 N i s 0, . . . , k j b2 m b3 N i s k q 1, . . . , n ,Ž .  4  41 i nyi i i
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where
1b s i q 1, . . . , n , n , . . . , n y i q 1 ,Ž .i
2b s 1, . . . , i y k , i q 1, . . . , n , n , . . . , n y k q 1 ,Ž .i
3b s n y k q 1, . . . , n , n , . . . , i q 1, i y k, . . . , 1 .Ž .i
We prove this proposition in Section 5.
Ž q.We give the description of the automorphism s of P scl 1
 4 k , 1L , L , . . . , L determined by the perfect crystal B .0 1 n
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. s L s L for any i such that 0 F i F n.i i
w xThe proof is similar to Proposition 1.2.5 in 2 .
Ž Ž1. k , 1. Ž .  4B , B , 1 F k F n . Let e , . . . , e be the orthonormal base ofn 1 n
n Ž .h s [ Qa such that a s e y e 1 F i F n y 1 and a s e . Wei i i iq1 n nis1
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .recall the U B -crystal B L in 11 . The elements of B L can beq n n n
labeled as:
 4B L s m , . . . , m m g 1, 2, . . . , n , n , . . . , 1 such thatŽ . Ž .n 1 n i
m - m - ??? - m , and m and m do not appear simultaneously ,51 2 n
 4where the ordering - on 1, 2, . . . , 1 is defined by
1 - 2 - ??? - n - n - ??? - 1.
Ž . Ž .Note that if we define wt i s e r2 and wt i s ye r2 theni i
n ÄŽŽ .. Ž . Ž .wt m , . . . , m s Ý wt m . The action of f on the crystal B L is1 n is1 i i n
given by
for 1 F i F n y 1,
t th¡ sth
m , . . . , i q 1 , . . . , i , . . . , m1 nž /~Ä t thf b s sthi
if b s m , . . . , i , . . . , ı q 1 , . . . , m ,1 nž /¢
0 otherwise,
for i s n,
sth¡ sth
m , . . . , n , . . . , m if b s m , . . . , n , . . . , m ,~ ž /1 n 1 nÄ ž /f b s 5Ž .n ¢
0 otherwise.
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Ä Ž .If we define the action of f on the crystal B L by0 n
1, 2, m , . . . , m if b s m , . . . , m , 2, 1 ,Ž . Ž .1 ny2 1 ny2Äf b s 6Ž .0 ½ 0 otherwise,
Ž . XŽ Ž1.. Ž .then B L is the crystal base of the U B -module V L y L .n q n n 0
XŽ Ž1.. k , 1We construct the U B -crystal B . For each s such that 0 F s F n,q n
Ä m2Ž .we consider the following subset B of B L :s n
m2X X XÄB s m , . . . , m m m , . . . , m g B L m F mŽ . Ž . Ž .½s 1 n 1 n n i iqs
4for 1 F i F n y s .
In a similar way to C Ž1.-case, we see thatn
ÄB , B 2L [ B L [ ??? [ B L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .s n ny1 nys
Ä Ä ÄŽ .as a crystal for U B . Set B s B _ B , where B s B. From now on,q n s s sy1 y1
we identify B k , 1 with [ B .snyk F sF n, s’ nykŽ2.
We describe the crystal graph of B k , 1. For each i such that 1 F i F n,
k , 1 Ž .the ith arrow in B is determined by 5 . Then we give the 0th arrow in
k , 1  4 k , 1B . Set J9 s 3, . . . , n . First we consider the crystal B for 1 F k F
Ž . Ž . Ž .n y 1. Let B L s s 1, 2, 3, 4 be the subsets of B L given byn s n
B L s 1, 2, m , . . . , m g B L , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n 3 n n1
B L s 1, m , . . . , m , 2 g B L ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .n 2 ny1 n2
B L s 2, m , . . . , m , 1 g B L ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .n 2 ny1 n3
B L s m , . . . , m , 2, 1 g B L .Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5n 1 ny2 n4
Ž .m2For s , s s 1, 2, 3, or 4, we take the subset B of B L defined by1 2 s , s n1 2
B s b m b9 N b g B L , b9 g B L .Ž . Ž . 4s ss , s n n1 21 2
The 0th arrow in B k , 1 can be described as:




for b g B _ B j B j B , b « f b ,Ž .nyk 14 24 34 0
0
for b g B l B , b « 0,nyk 14
0
for b g B l B , b « f b ,Ž .nyk 24
0
for b g B l B , b « f9 b ,Ž .nyk 34
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Ä Ž . Ž Ž ..where f b is given by 6 and 1 , and the maps f and f9 are the0
Ž .U g -crystal isomorphisms,q J 9
f : B l B “ B l B ,nyk 24 nyk 12
f9: B l B “ B l B .nyk 34 nyk 13
n, 1Next we consider the crystal B . Let B and B be the subsets of B42 43 42
and B given by43
X X XB s B _ m , . . . , m , 2, 1 m 1, m , . . . , m , 2 m F mŽ .Ž .½42 42 1 ny2 2 ny1 iq1 i
for 1 F i F n y 2 ,5
X X XB s B _ m , . . . , m , 2, 1 m 2, m , . . . , m , 1 m F mŽ .Ž .½43 43 1 ny2 2 ny1 iq1 i
for 1 F i F n y 2 .5
The 0th arrow in B k , 1 can be described as:
0 Äfor b g B , b « f b ,[ s 0
2FsFn ,
Ž .s’0 2
0 Äfor b g B _ B j B , b « f b ,Ž .0 42 43 0
0
for b g B l B , b « f b ,Ž .0 42
0
for b g B l B , b « f9 b ,Ž .0 43
Ä Ž . Ž Ž ..where f b is given by 6 and 1 , and the maps f and f9 are the0
Ž .U g -crystal isomorphisms,q J 9
f : B l B “ B l B ,nyk 42 nyk 21
f9: B l B “ B l B .nyk 43 nyk 31
Here B and B are the following subsets of B and B ,21 31 21 31
X X XB s B _ 1, 2, m , . . . , m m 1, m , . . . , m , 2 m F mŽ . Ž .21 21 3 n 2 ny1 iy1 i
for 3 F i F n ,4
X X XB s B _ 1, 2, m , . . . , m m 2, m , . . . , m , 1 m F mŽ . Ž .31 31 3 n 2 ny1 iy1 i
for 3 F i F n .4
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PROPOSITION 3.3. The set of the minimal elements of B k , 1 is gi¤en by
 1 2 3 4 5 6 4b m b , b m b , b m b if k is e¤en ,k , 1B sŽ . 1 1 4 3 2 5 6½  4b m b , b m b , b m b if k is odd,
where
1 2b s 1, . . . , n , b s 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž .
3 4b s 2, . . . , n , 1 , b s 1, n , . . . , 2 ,Ž . Ž .
5b s 1, . . . , n y k , n , . . . , n y k q 1 ,Ž .
6b s n y k q 1, . . . , n , n y k, . . . , 1 .Ž .
Ž q.  4We give the description of the automorphism s of P s L , L , Lcl 1 0 1 n
determined by the perfect crystal B k , 1.
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.4. If k is an e¤en integer then s L s L for anyi i
Ž .i s 0, 1, n. If k is an odd integer then s L s L for i s 0, 1 andi 1yi
Ž .s L s L .n n
w xThe proof is similar to Proposition 1.2.5 in 2 .
Ž Ž1. k , 1. Ž .  4D , B , 1 F k F n y 2 . Let e , . . . , e be the orthonormal basen 1 n
n Ž .of h s [ Qa such that a s e y e 1 F i F n y 1 and a s ei i i iq1 n ny1is1
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xq e . We recall the U D -crystal B L and B L in 11 . Theqn n ny1 n
Ž . Ž Ž ..elements of B L resp., B L can be labeled as:n ny1
B L resp., B LŽ . Ž .Ž .n ny1
 4s m , . . . , m m g 1, 2, . . . , n , n , . . . , 1 such thatŽ . 1 n i
m - m - ??? - m , m and m do not appear simultaneously,1 2 n
if m s n then n y k is even resp., oddŽ .k
and if m s n then n y k is odd resp., even ,Ž . 4k
 4where the ordering - on 1, 2, . . . , 1 is defined by
1 - 2 - ??? - n - n - ??? - 1.
Ž . Ž .Note that if we define wt i s e r2 and wt i s ye r2 theni i
n
wt m , . . . , m s wt m .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý1 n i
is1
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Ä Ž . Ž .The action of f on the crystal B L and B L is given byi ny1 n
for 1 F i F n y 1,
t th¡ sth
m , . . . , i q 1 , . . . , i , . . . , m1 nž /~Ä t thf b s sthi
if b s m , . . . , i , . . . , i q 1 , . . . , m ,1 nž /¢
0 otherwise,
for i s n,
Ž . sthsy1 th¡
m , . . . , n , n y 1 , . . . , m1 nž /~Ä Ž .sy1 thf b s 7Ž .n sth
if b s m , . . . , n y 1 , n , . . . , m ,1 nž /¢
0 otherwise.
Äw x Ž . Ž .From 2 we see that if the action of f on the crystals B L and B L0 ny1 n
is given by
1, 2, m , . . . , m if b s m , . . . , m , 2, 1 ,Ž . Ž .1 ny2 1 ny2Äf b s 8Ž .0 ½ 0 otherwise,
Ž . Ž .then B L and B L are perfect crystals of level one.ny1 n
Ä m2Ž .For each s such that 0 F s F n, we consider the subset B of B Ls n
Ž . Ž .or B L m B L defined by:n ny1
if s is even:
Ä X XB s m , . . . , m m m , . . . , m Ž . Ž .s 1 n 1 n
Xg B L m B L m F m for 1 F i F n y s ,4Ž . Ž .n n i iqs
if s is odd:
Ä X XB s m , . . . , m m m , . . . , m Ž . Ž .s 1 n 1 n
Xg B L m B L m F m for 1 F i F n y s .4Ž . Ž .n ny1 i iqs
In a similar way to C Ž1.-case, we see thatn
B 2L [ B L [ ??? [ B L if s is even,Ž . Ž . Ž .n ny2 nysÄB ,s ½ B L q L [ B L [ ??? [ B L if s is odd,Ž . Ž . Ž .n ny1 ny3 nys
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Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .as a crystal for U D . Set B s B _ B , where B s B s B. Fromq n s s sy2 y1 y2
now on, we identify B k , 1 with [ B .snyk F sF n, s’ nykŽ2.
We describe the crystal graph of B k , 1 for 1 F k F n y 2. The ith arrow
k , 1 Ž .in B is determined by 7 for 1 F i F n. Then we give the 0th arrow in
k , 1  4B . Set J9 s 3, . . . , n .
Ž . Ž .We set n9 by n9 s n if n ’ k mod 2 and n9 s n y 1 if n k k mod 2 .
Ž . Ž .For r s n, n y 1 and s s 1, 2, 3, 4, let B L be the subset of B L givenr s r
by
B L s 1, 2, m , . . . , m g B L , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .r 3 n r1
B L s 1, m , . . . , m , 2 g B L ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .r 2 ny1 r2
B L s 2, m , . . . , m , 1 g B L ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .r 2 ny1 r3
B L s m , . . . , m , 2, 1 g B L .Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5r 1 ny2 r4
Ž . Ž .For s , s s 1, 2, 3, or 4, we take the subset B of B L m B L1 2 s , s n n91 2
defined by
B s b m b9 N b g B L , b9 g B L .Ž . Ž . 4s ss , s n n91 21 2
The 0th arrow in B k , 1 can be described as:
0 Äfor b g B , b « f b ,[ s 0
nykq2FsFn ,
Ž .s’nyk 2
0 Äfor b g B _ B j B j B , b « f b ,Ž .nyk 14 24 34 0
0
for b g B j B , b « 0,nyk 14
0
for b g B j B , b « f b ,Ž .nyk 24
0
for b g B j B , b « f9 b ,Ž .nyk 34
Ä Ž . Ž Ž ..where f b is given by 8 and 1 , and the maps f and f9 are the0
Ž .U g -crystal isomorphisms,q J 9
f : B l B “ B l B ,nyk 24 nyk 12
f9: B l B “ B l B .nyk 34 nyk 13
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Proposition 3.5. The set of the minimal elements of B k , 1 is gi¤en by
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 84b m b , b m b , b m b , b m b if k is e¤en ,k , 1B sŽ . 1 1 4 3 2 9 8 10 6½  4b m b , b m b , b m b , b m b if k is odd,
where
1 2b s 1, . . . , n , b s 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž .
3 4b s 2, . . . , n , 1 , b s 1, n , . . . , 2 ,Ž . Ž .
5b s 1, . . . , n y k y 1, n , n y 1, . . . , n y k ,Ž .
6b s n y k , . . . , n y 1, n , n y k y 1, . . . , 1 ,Ž .
7b s 1, . . . , n y k , n , . . . , n y k q 1 ,Ž .
8b s n , . . . , n y k q 1, n y k, . . . , 1 ,Ž .
9b s 1, . . . , n y k , n , n y 1, . . . , n y k q 1 ,Ž .
10b s 1, . . . , n y k y 1, n , . . . , n y k .Ž .
Ž q. We gi¤e the description of the automorphism s of P s L , L ,cl 1 0 1
4 k , 1L , L determined by the perfect crystal B .ny1 n
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.6. If k is an e¤en integer then s L s L for anyi i
Ž .i s 0, 1, n y 1, n. If k is an odd integer then s L s L for i s 0, 1 andi 1yi
Ž .s L s L for i s n y 1, n.i 2 nyiy1
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1
We prove Proposition 2.1 especially in case of C Ž1., because the othern
cases can be proved similarly. We show the existence and uniqueness of
the crystal B k , 1 for each k.
Proof of the Existence. Let V be the nth fundamental representation of
Ž . Ž .w y1 x Ž .U C and V s Q q z, z m V the affinization of V. As a U C -mod-q n z q n
ule, V m V decomposes as:
V m V , V 2L [ V 2L [ ??? [ V 2L [ V 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n ny1 1
The R-matrix V m V “ V m V is of the formx y y x
n
R xry s g xry P ,Ž . Ž .Ý s 2L ny s
ss0
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Ž . Ž .where P denotes the projection from V m V to V 2L and g z is2L nys sny s
given by
s n
2 iq2 2 iq2g z s z y q 1 y q z . 9Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ł Łs
is1 issq1
XŽ Ž1..For each integer k such that 1 F k F n y 1, we consider the U C -q n
module V defined byk
V s R qy2 nq2 ky2 V yn qky1 m V ny kq1 .Ž . Ž .k q q
Ž .From 9 we see that
V , V 2 L y L [ V 2 L y L [ ???Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k 0 ky1 0
[ V 2 L y L [ V 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 0
Ž . XŽ Ž1..as a U C -module. Because the U C -module V has a polarizationq n q n
Ž . Ž . w x, , we can define a prepolarization , of V in the same way as 2 .k
XŽ Ž1..The existence of a pseudo-crystal base of the U C -module V can beq n k
w xproved by an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 3.4.5 in 2 .
Proof of the Uniqueness. We set B s [n B . Let B9 be anysssnyk
XŽ Ž1.. U Ž . Ž .U C -crystal such that i B9 , B as a crystal for U C . We denoteq n J q n
U Ž .the isomorphism i B9 “ B by t . Let us consider the subset X ofJ B 9, t
B = B defined by
Ä y1 y1X s b , b N b , b g B , such that f t b s t b .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4B 9 , t 1 2 1 2 0 1 2
To prove the uniqueness, it suffices to show the proposition:
PROPOSITION 4.1. The set X does not depend on the choice of theB 9, t
crystal B9 and the isomorphism t .
 4 Ž . Ž .Proof. Put J9 s 2, 3, . . . , n . We observe that B L and B L inn " n 0
Ä Ž . Ž .Section 3 are closed under the action of f j g J9 . We have B L ,j n "
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B L and B L , B L as a crystal for U g , U C .ny1 n 0 ny2 q J 9 q ny1
Ž .Moreover, the subset B in 4 decomposesh , h1 2
ny1
B , B 2L for h , h s " ,Ž .[h , h i 1 21 2
is0
ny2




B , B 2L [ B L q L ,Ž . Ž .[ [0, 0 i i iq2
is0 is0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .as a crystal for U C . Here we consider L s 0. For h , h / 0, 0 ,q ny1 0 1 2
Ž . Ž .let b i be the highest weight element of U C -crystal B withh , h h , hq ny11 2 1 2
ÄŽ . Ž Ž ..highest weight 2L or L q L . We also denote by b i resp., b ii i iq1 0, 0 0, 0
Žthe highest weight element of B with highest weight 2L resp., L q0, 0 i i
.L . By the definition of B in Section 3, we haveiq2 s
¡B if h , h s q, y ,Ž . Ž .ny i 1 2
B if h , h s q, q , y, y , 0, y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ny iy1 1 2~b i gŽ .h , h1 2 q, 0 , 0, 0 ,Ž . Ž .¢B if h , h s y, q , y, 0 , 0, q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ny iy2 1 2
11Ž .
Äb i g B .Ž .0, 0 nyiy2
LEMMA 4.1. For any B9 and t such that t : B , B9 as a crystal for
Ž .U C , we ha¤eq n
0 for i s k ,
y1Äf t b i sŽ .Ž .0 qy y1½ t b i for i - k ,Ž .Ž .qq
Ä y1 y1f t b i y 1 s t b i y 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 yy qy
ty1 b i y 1 for i s k ,Ž .Ž .q0y1Äf t b i y 1 sŽ .Ž .0 0y y1½ t b i y 1 for i - k ,Ž .Ž .0q
Ä y1 y1f t b i y 2 s t b i y 2 ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 y0 q0
Ä y1 Ä y1 Äf t b i s f t b i s 0 for the others.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 h , h 0 0, 01 2
Proof. We can show this lemma by downward induction on i. Q.E.D.
Ä y1Ž Ž Ž ...From this lemma, we see that t f t b i does not depend on0 h , h1 2
Ž .the choice of B9 and t for any highest weight element b i g B sh , h1 2n Ä Ä[ B . Because the action of f on B9 commutes with that of f fors 0 jssnyk
any j g J9, we obtain Proposition 4.1.
Remark 4.1. By the above lemma we have the crystal graph of B k , 1 in
Section 3.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1. By Proposition 2.1 the crystal B k , 1
satisfies the second condition in Definition 1.1. For the level one perfect
crystals, the fourth condition is trivial. Therefore, we have to show the
following two propositions.
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PROPOSITION 5.1. B k , 1 m B k , 1 is connected.
Ž k , 1.PROPOSITION 5.2. The maps « and w gi¤e bijections from B to1
 4L , L , . . . , L .0 1 n
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.1. For s s 1, 2, . . . , n, we set
u s 1, 2, . . . , n m 1, 2, . . . , s, n , n y 1, . . . , s q 1 ,Ž . Ž .s
and
u s 1, 2, . . . , n m n , n y 1, . . . , 1 .Ž . Ž .0
We notice that u g B and it is the highest weight element of thes nys
Ž . Ž k , 1.m2U g -crystal B . We prove that any element b m b9 g B isq J nys
connected with u m u . If b g B then there exists an element b g0 0 nys 1
B k , 1 such that b m b9 is connected with u m b . Moreover, from Sections 1
3, we see
e u s 1, 2, . . . , n m 2, . . . , s, n , n y 1, . . . , s q 1, 1 g B ,Ž . Ž .Ä Ž .0 s nysq1
Ž . Ž . tq1Ž . tand w u s 0 for each s G 1. By 1 we have e u m b s e u m e bÄ Ä Ä0 s 0 s 1 0 s 0 1
Ž . Ž . tfor t s « b . Because e u belongs to B , e u m e b is con-Ä Ä Ä0 1 0 s nysq1 0 s 0 1
nected with u m b for some b g B k , 1 and then u m b is connectedsy1 2 2 s 1
with u m b . By induction we can show that u m b is connected withsy1 2 s 1
u m b for some b g B k , 1. Note that B is the crystal of the trivial0 3 3 n
Ž . Ž .representation for U g . Therefore B m B , B as a U g -crystal.q J n m m q J
Ž .Because the U g -crystal B is connected, we see that u m b isq J m 0 3
connected with u m u . By the crystal graph of B k , 1 in Section 3, we have0 s
Ž . Ž . Ž .w u s 1 and « u s 2 for s G 2, and then e u m u s u m e u gÄ Ä0 0 0 s 0 0 s 0 0 s
B m B . Hence u m e u is connected with u m u . By inductionÄn nysq1 0 0 s 0 sy1
we can show that u m u is connected with u m u . Now we complete the0 s 0 0
proof. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. We denote the set of the minimal elements of
Ž Ž1.. Ž .m2 Ž .the U C -crystal B L by M. The minimal elements of B L areq n n n
given by
B L s i q 1, . . . , n , n , . . . , n y i q 1 N i s 0, 1, . . . , n . 4Ž .Ž . Ž .n 1
w xTherefore, by Lemma 4.6.2 in 2 , we have
m2 ² :M s b m b9 g B L N w b s « b9 , c, w b s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4n
s i q 1, . . . , n y i q 1 m n y i q 1, . . . , i q 1 N i s 0, 1, . . . , n . 4Ž . Ž .
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From the crystal graph of B k , 1, we see that if b g [n B then thesssnykq1
Ž . Ž . k , 1 Ž .values of « b and w b in the crystal B are equal to those of « b0 0 0
Ž . Ž .m2and w b in the crystal B L . Hence we have0 n
n n
k , 1B l B s M l BŽ . [ [1 s sž / ž /ssnykq1 ssnykq1
 4s b N i s 0, 1, . . . , k ,i
Ž . Ž .where b s i q 1, . . . , n y i q 1 m n y i q 1, . . . , i q 1 . Becausei
n
k , 1 k , 1 k , 1B s B l B j B l B ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .[1 1 1s nykž /ž /ssnykq1
Ž k , 1.we have to determine the set B l B . For each i such that1 nyk
k q 1 F i F n, we set
b s 1, 2, . . . , i y k , i q 1, . . . , n y k q 1Ž .i
m n y k q 1, . . . , i q 1, i y k, . . . , 1 .Ž .
To prove Proposition 5.2, we need the lemma.
LEMMA 5.1. Thus,
k , 1  4B l B s b N i s k q 1, . . . , n .Ž . 1 nyk i
Before giving the proof of this lemma, we complete the proof of the
proposition. By direct calculation we have
1 if i s j,
w b s « b sŽ . Ž .i j i j ½ 0 if i / j,
for any i, j such that 1 F i, j F n. Now it is clear that the maps w and «
are bijective. Q.E.D.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. For each i such that 1 F i F n, we set J si
 4 Ž .i q 1, . . . , n and consider the subsets X and X of B L defined byi i n
X s 1, 2, . . . , i , m , . . . , m , 4Ž .i iq1 n
X s m , . . . , m , i , . . . , 2, 1 .½ 5ž /i 1 nyi
Ž . Ž . Ž .We see that X , X , B L as a crystal for U g , U C . WeJi i nyi q q nyii
Ž . Ž . Ž .denote the U C -isomorphisms X “ B L and X “ B L by tq nyi i nyi i nyi i
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and t . For h s ", 0, we seti
y1 y1X s t B L , X s t B L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .h h hi i nyi i i nyih
Ž . Ž .where we define B L in the same way as 3 . We can explicitly writeny i h
the maps t and t as:
t : 1, 2, . . . , i , m , . . . , m ‹ mX , . . . , mX ,Ž . Ž .i iq1 n iq1 n
12Ž .
X Xt : m , . . . , m , i , . . . , 2, 1 ‹ m , . . . , m ,Ž .ž /i 1 nyi 1 nyi
where
m y i if m s m ,jq iXm sj ½ m y i if m s m.jq i
Ž . For any subsets X and X 9 of B L , we denote the set b m b9 gn
Ž .m2 4B L N b g X, b9 g X 9 by X m X 9. First we prove that, for any b m b9n
k , 1ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž .g B l X m X _ X m X , the condition b m b9 g B isnyk i i iq1 iq1 1
m2Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .equivalent to t b m t b9 g B L . To show this, it suffices toi i nyi 1
prove the facts,
« b m b9 s 0 if 0 F j F i y 1, 13Ž . Ž .j
« b m b9 s « t b m t b9 , 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i 0 i i
« b m b9 s « t b m t b9 if i q 1 F j F n. 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j jyi i i
Ž . k , 1Fact 13 is clear from the crystal graph of B and the definition of Xi
Ž .and X . Fact 15 is also obvious, because t and t are isomorphisms ofi i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .U g . We prove Fact 14 . First we notice that X m X s Xq J iq1 iq1 i qi
Ž .m X andi y
ÄX m X _ X m X s X m X .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . D hi i iq1 iq1 i i h1 2
h , h s" , 01 2
Ž . Ž .h , h / q , y1 2
Ž . Ž .For each h , h s ", 0, and b m b9 g X m X , the value of1 2 i h i h1 2
Ž .« b m b9 as:i
h _ h q 0 y2 1
q 2 1 0
.0 1 0 0
y 0 0 0
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..For t b m t b9 g B L m B L , the value of « t b m t b9i i nyi h nyi h 0 i i1 2
as:
h _ h q 0 y2 1
q 2 1 0
.0 1 0 0
y 1 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, if b m b9 g X m X for h , h / q, y theni h i h 1 21 2
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..« b m b9 s « t b m t b9 .i 0 i i
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that
k , 1  4B l B l X m X _ X m X s b , 16Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 nyk i i iq1 iq1 kqi
for each i such that 1 F i F n y k, and
B l X m X s B. 17Ž .Ž .nyk nykq1 nykq1
By the fact that
m2B L s j q 1, . . . , n y i , n y i, . . . , n y i y j q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ny i 1
j s 0, 1, . . . , n y i ,4
Ž .and 12 , we have
k , 1B l B l X m X _ X m XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 nyk i i iq1 iq1
s b m b9 g B l X m X _ X m XŽ . Ž .Ž .½ nyk i i iq1 iq1
m2
t b m t b9 g B LŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 5i i nyi 1
 4s b .kq i
Ž .The second statement 17 is clear from the definition of B . Q.E.D.nyk
6. DISCUSSION
At the end of this paper we state a conjecture on the perfect crystals of
w xgeneric level that was given by A. Kuniba et al. in 5 . Through the
research for Bethe ansatz systems, they obtain a conjecture on the exis-
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k , l Ž .tence of the level l perfect crystal B such that, as a U g -crystal,q 1, 2, . . . , n4
B k , l , B lg L [ ??? ,Ž .k k
Ž .where g is some positive integer. To be precise let a resp., a be thek k k
Ž . w xk th label resp., colabel of the Dynkin diagram of g 14 . The integer g isk
Ž . Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.given by g s max 1, a ra . In the cases of B , C , and D , thisÏk k k n n n
integer is equal to the integer t in the Introduction and Proposition 2.1.k
w x Ž w x . XŽ . k , lFrom 6, 7 and 8 for the simply laced case the U g -crystal B isq
Ž .expected to decompose into U g -crystals as:q 1, 2, . . . , n4
For BŽ1.,n
B k , l , B m g L q ??? qm g L ,Ž .[ 1 1 1 k k k
m , . . . , m1 k
where the sum is taken over m q ??? qm F l and m s 0 for i k k1 k i
Ž .mod 2 .
For C Ž1.,n
¡ B m g L q ??? qm g L if 1 F k F n y 1,Ž .[ 1 1 1 k k k
k , l ~ m , . . . , m1 kB ,¢B lL if k s n ,Ž .n
where the sum is taken over m q ??? qm F l.1 k
For DŽ1.,n
¡ B m g L q ??? qm g L if 1 F k F n y 2,Ž .[ 1 1 1 k k k
k , l ~ m , . . . , m1 kB ,¢B lL if k s n y 1, n ,Ž .k
where the sum is taken over m q ??? qm F l and m s 0 for i k k1 k i
Ž .mod 2 .
In case of l s 1, these crystals coincide with those of Proposition 2.1.
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